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Program Info: Portable Ditto is a lightweight software application built specifically for helping you
enhance your clipboard functionality and manage multiple entries at the same time. Since this is the
portable version of the program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the
Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you
whenever you need to manage your clipboard content efficiently, without having to go through
installation steps. This unobtrusive tool runs quietly in the system tray until called upon when it
reveals several configuration settings to tinker with. It automatically records each clipboard entry
and saves it into its panel, so you can easily access each copied text. Portable Ditto offers support for
text, image, and HTML data, and you are allowed to group the items in user-defined categories,
synchronize the clipboard content for multiple computers, encrypt data when is sent over the
network, as well as display thumbnails of the copied photos in the list. One of the best features
bundled in this utility is a smart editor which enables you to alter each clipboard item. You can type
in new text messages, customize the text in terms of font, size, color, and alignment, and insert
bulleted information. Last but not least, you can assign hotkeys for each item copied to the
clipboard, so you can easily paste it into other third-party apps, run the program at Windows
startup, allow duplicates, play sound notifications, and limit the number of saved items. During our
testing we have noticed that Portable Ditto carries out a task very quickly, and no errors showed up
throughout the entire process. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not hampered. As a conclusion, Portable Ditto proves to be a reliable
clipboard manager that comprises a handy set of tools, and is suitable for beginners and professional
alike. Main Features: • Limit and organize clipboards entries in categories and/or based on type, file
type, and date/time • Automatically save clipboard content in specified folder • Quickly find pasted
items by specifying title, text, or file • Display thumbnails of the image content in the list • Allow
text-to-speech notification • Automatically synchronize clipboard content for specified computers •
Get smart editor which enables you to edit, copy, paste, delete, and move clipboards entries • Set
individual hotkeys for each item copied
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* Smart clipboard editor * Copy image, text, HTML, audio, video * Unique keypad for easy copy /
paste in multiple apps * Simple interface * Record multiple clipboards on a single panel * Send the
clipboard data via email, RSS feed, or FTP * Encrypt the clipboard content * Switch between
clipboard views * Configure hotkeys for clipboard items Keyboard macro recorder Features: *
Clipboard copy / paste * Record keyboard inputs * Make Windows shortcuts for apps * Play macro
sound * Record clipboard on USB flash drive * Send clipboard to FTP server * Paste clipboard on a
webpage * Switch clipboard views * Split the clipboard in several categories * Configure hotkeys for
each item * Configure the clipboard type (image, text, audio, video) * Supports single click in
clipboard for text & audio * Supports cut, copy, paste and delete for text & audio * Supports split,
merge, delete and show for image & video * Supports HTML * Supports all text formats like: UTF-8,
ANSI, ISO-8859-1, ISO-8859-15 * Supports all image formats * Supports all video formats * Supports
audio formats * Supports Batch processing * Batch processing supports copying & pasting *
Supports Encryption for text, audio, video, image * Supports Saving to FTP server * Supports
Uploading to FTP server * Supports Sending via email * Supports RSS Feed * Supports Merging and
Splitting of Clipboard * Supports Duplicate Mode * Supports Separate Clipboard * Supports Multiple
Clipboard Support * Supports Multiple Clipboard Viewing * Supports Split Text and Audio Clipboard
* Supports Encryption * Supports Text & Image Clipboard * Supports Video Clipboard * Supports
HTML Clipboard * Supports Audio Clipboard * Supports Folder based Clipboard List * Supports
Time based Clipboard List * Supports Categories based Clipboard List * Supports Single click to
Paste * Supports Windows Shortcuts for Applications * Supports Import/Export to / from CSV *
Supports Backup to ZIP * Supports Scheduled Backup to FTP * Supports Multiple Backup to FTP *
Supports Clipboard Backup to FTP * Supports Import and Export to File * Supports Database
support * Supports Unlimited Backup/Restore * Supports Import and Export to File * Supports Web
Browser Support * Supports Encryption * 2edc1e01e8
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Achieve consistency between multiple locations Copy the text, image, or HTML content Support text,
image, or HTML content Keyboard Shortcuts: Find menu item: Ctrl+D Edit menu item: Ctrl+E Play
sound item: Ctrl+P Sound notification item: Ctrl+N Copy the text: Ctrl+C Clipboard Manager
Preferences: Automatically close the application on Windows exit: Ctrl+M Uncheck Show Copy As
List: Ctrl+I Clear saved items list on Start: Ctrl+L Set focus to the active window: Ctrl+A Hide
notification box when no data is added: Ctrl+O Hide notification box when no data is added: Ctrl+O
Set focus to the active window: Ctrl+A Hide notification box when no data is added: Ctrl+O Hide
notification box when no data is added: Ctrl+O Hide notification box when no data is added: Ctrl+O
Run at Windows startup: Ctrl+R Print clipboard data: Ctrl+P Close the program: Ctrl+Q Subscribe
to Web Notification: Ctrl+N Enable URL shortcuts: Ctrl+U Enable URL shortcuts: Ctrl+U Disable
link: Ctrl+N Disable link: Ctrl+N Remove from Quick Access: Ctrl+I Remove from Quick Access:
Ctrl+I Copy URL link: Ctrl+O Create link: Ctrl+L Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access:
Ctrl+I Remove from Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I
Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick
Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Add to Quick Access: Ctrl+I Edit Text: Ctrl+T Enter text
into the editor: Ctrl+E Enter text into the editor: Ctrl+E Edit: Ctrl+D Edit the text: Ctrl+T Edit the
text: Ctrl+T Edit: Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text:
Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text: Ctrl+I Edit the text:
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What's New in the Portable Ditto?

Portable Ditto is a lightweight software application built specifically for helping you enhance your
clipboard functionality and manage multiple entries at the same time. Since this is the portable
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version of the program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you
need to manage your clipboard content efficiently, without having to go through installation steps.
This unobtrusive tool runs quietly in the system tray until called upon when it reveals several
configuration settings to tinker with. It automatically records each clipboard entry and saves it into
its panel, so you can easily access each copied text. Portable Ditto offers support for text, image, and
HTML data, and you are allowed to group the items in user-defined categories, synchronize the
clipboard content for multiple computers, encrypt data when is sent over the network, as well as
display thumbnails of the copied photos in the list. One of the best features bundled in this utility is a
smart editor which enables you to alter each clipboard item. You can type in new text messages,
customize the text in terms of font, size, color, and alignment, and insert bulleted information. Last
but not least, you can assign hotkeys for each item copied to the clipboard, so you can easily paste it
into other third-party apps, run the program at Windows startup, allow duplicates, play sound
notifications, and limit the number of saved items. During our testing we have noticed that Portable
Ditto carries out a task very quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It
leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not
hampered. As a conclusion, Portable Ditto proves to be a reliable clipboard manager that comprises
a handy set of tools, and is suitable for beginners and professional alike. Portable Ditto is a
lightweight software application built specifically for helping you enhance your clipboard
functionality and manage multiple entries at the same time. Since this is the portable version of the
program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can
copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to manage
your clipboard content efficiently, without having to go through installation steps. This unobtrusive
tool runs quietly in the system tray until called upon when it reveals several configuration settings to
tinker with. It automatically records each clipboard entry and saves it into its panel, so you can
easily access each copied text. Portable Ditto offers support for text, image, and HTML data, and you
are allowed to group the items in user-defined categories, synchronize the clipboard content for
multiple computers, encrypt data when is sent over the network, as well as display thumbnails of the
copied photos



System Requirements For Portable Ditto:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 Processor: 1 GHz or faster Memory: 512 MB RAM (1 GB RAM
recommended) Graphics: GeForce 6800 DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Humble Bundle Sale The Humble Bundle Sale is now live with our own Matt! Like our
recent Bundle for Windows Phone 7 users, the Humble Bundle Sale offers up a ton of games for
incredibly low prices. While these prices are not always the lowest you'll see, there are a
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